Cue: MONICA: OK. I'll be up in a second.

Count all the candles and light them, and place them just right
Count ev'ry one as we light them, so gently each night

No one to sing and remember, my memories unwind

Slowly they fade to an ember still locked in my mind
Who do you think you are?

Thanks for leaving me this way, the

Accusing, faster \( \frac{82}{\text{f}} \)

gaping wounds, too big to scarring hollow every day

Who gave you the right, to give up on us and go...
2. Monica's Prayer
(Monica)

Lost in the dark Gone from my sight Now I'm standing here and I...

I...
If you're listening, hear me out I

never meant to scream or shout

But

give me a sign that your hearing me now

Give me a sign or a clue or a vow

più mosso

mf
Give me a sign that I'm doing fine without you,

Mom... somehow

Give them a gift or a blessing but nothing too tough
2. Monica's Prayer
(Monica)

Make them understand what this tradition means to me

That would be enough

Count all the candles and light them, and place them just right

Simply, Più meno

Count every one as we light them, so gently each night
2. Monica's Prayer

(Em)

(Monica)

each night
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